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The highest of high definition

The Pixel-to-Pixel range of High Definition LCD displays delivers 

the ultimate in picture quality, flexibility and convenience for all

broadcast monitoring applications.  Available as standard HD, 

True-HD, quad and multi-display units, there’s a size and format

available for each and every application.

A wide range of features

Internal quad-screen processing, UMD and tally display, internal 

test screen generation,  audio meters, safe area cages and a host of

other features mean that Vutrix displays offer cost and space saving.

A single unit can replace several rack mounted units to reduce

expensive installation space and minimise power consumption.

A wide range of inputs

Pixel-to-Pixel screens accommodate a wide range of inputs, covering

the all commonly used signal formats, including: SDI, single and dual

link HD-SDI, DVI, component, S-Video and composite.

True accuracy

Each screen is calibrated during production to ensure total accuracy

in colour rendition and tonal range.  User-adjustable gamma, colour

temperature and black level shift provide additional fine-tuning of

the display to suit specific requirements and locations.  The quality

and accuracy of the internal video processing and scaling ensures

images that are the most accurate and natural on the market today.

And with user-installed software upgrades, will remain so tomorrow.
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A wealth of expertise

Vutrix design and manufacturing spans 15 years of specialist

broadcast display and professional video processing development.

Products have continually met and surpassed the most demanding

requirements from major broadcast companies, delivering superb

picture quality, response and clarity to organisations that rely on the

best equipment to produce cutting-edge television for the world’s

major markets.

A wide base of installations

Vutrix screens are installed in outside broadcast vehicles, TV studios,

post-production facilities,  film studios and vision monitoring stations

throughout the world; delivering the ultimate in picture quality to the

most demanding producers, colorists, vision mixers and film crews -

simply and reliably. 

Standard and True HD display

Vutrix Pixel-to-Pixel screens are available in two formats: Standard

and True HD.  Standard screens are ideal for displaying most types 

of HD format, including 720p, and 1080i.  True HD screens have 

a native resolution of 1920 x 1080 and can display up to 1080

progressive signals without compression.  Whether it’s vision or audio

mixing, production control or general monitoring, there’s a Vutrix

screen to meet your requirement.

Pixel-to-Pixel High Definition LCD Displays
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Image quality

Pixel-to-Pixel displays are designed using the highest quality

components available.  Combined with Vutrix’s wealth of expertise in

designing video processing circuits the result is the most accurate and

responsive LCD screens suitable for all broadcast applications; and

wherever the ultimate in picture quality is required and demanded. 

Integral video functions such as deinterlacing, scaling and switching

have been developed over a number of years by Vutrix engineers

resulting in processing that is unsurpassed in quality and images that

are as sharp, artifact-free and accurate as can be achieved today.

Colorimetry

Each batch of LCD panels used in manufacture is individually tested

for colour response and adjusted by an integral correction matrix

across the whole visual spectrum.  This process, defined and optimised

by Vutrix, ensures that each and every screen exhibits the  correct

colorimetry, resulting in accurate colour rendition.  User-adjustable

colour and image controls, including the usual contrast, brightness,

hue and saturation level adjustments are supplemented by additional

adjustments of gamma, colour temperature and black stretch – giving

fine control in setting screens to individual requirements in the field.

And each colour channel can be set separately.

Features

Pixel-to-pixel LCD screens aren’t just flat panel displays.  Along with

outstanding image displays, they boast a whole range of features.

Features that offer extra value and the opportunity to reduce the

number of devices in your installation.  Features such as:

• Integral quad split – So that four separate and individually 

controlled images can be displayed on a single screen.  Without

the need for a separate processor.

• Individual colour channel display – Showing each of the 

colour channels on its own, as well as monochrome and inverted

modes.

• Audio presence meters – That indicate the levels of two pairs 

of audio channels as on-screen bar graphs.

• UMD and Tally information – Add text and tally indication to 

the display, including image and text positioning and sizing to

suit your particular requirements. 

• Overscan – To show image and signal content beyond the 

normal picture area.

• Safe area and crosshair indication – Create and resize 

multiple safe area indicators and crosshairs to provide guides for

content production.

• Network control – Giving remote access and control of the 

screen set up over a local network.

• Test signal generator – Each display incorporates a set of 

internally-generated standard test screens, such as colour bars

and pluge.  Ideal for setting brightness, black stretch etc in an

individual environment.

Quality of Image

Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera 3 Camera 4



Available Sizes
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• Adjustable deinterlacer 

• Overscan control 

• On-screen meters 

• UMD and Tally information

• Black stretch

• RGB channel separation

• Graphic mode

• Safe area cages

• Individual RGB gain

• Reveal blanking

Size

9”

17”

23”

26”

32”

37”

40”

47”

HD

800 x 480

1280 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

–

1366 x 768

–

True HD

–

–

1920 x 1200

–

–

1920 x 1080

–

1920 x 1080

Features

• Native HD resolution up to 1920 x 1200

• Accept all formats of HD signals

• Colorimitry set to broadcast standard 

• Input options: SDI, HDSDI single & 

dual link, DVI, YUV, YC

• Extensive image controls

• Adjustable reverse gamma 

• Adjustable aspect ratio 

• Adjustable colour temperature 

• Internal test screen generator 

• Colour channel monitoring 

High Definition Screens

Benefiting from superior video processing, a wide range of features and inputs, 

the standard HD range is ideally suited to broadcast, post production and other

demanding applications.  Features that include on-screen audio meters, UMD and

Tally displays and adjustable background colour setting.  With useful functions such

as individual colour channel adjustment, integral test pattern and colour bar

generators, the VX range delivers multi-device functionality in a single, slim display.

True-HD Screens

True HD displays deliver pixel-to-pixel images up to the highest HD broadcast

standard of 1920 x 1200 pixels and all the features of the standard range.  With both

single and dual link input capability the Vutrix range of True-HD displays are

compatible with all HDSDI formats and professional broadcast equipment.

High Definition Single Displays
Standard and True-HD Resolution
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Available Sizes

• Overscan control 

• On-screen meters 

• UMD and Tally information

• Black stretch

• RGB channel separation

• Graphic mode

• Safe area cages

• Individual RGB gain

• Reveal blanking

Size

17”

23”

26”

32”

40”

Total Pixels

1280 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

Features

• Colorimitry set to broadcast standard 

• Input options: SDI, HDSDI single link

• Extensive image controls

• Adjustable reverse gamma 

• Adjustable aspect ratio 

• Adjustable colour temperature 

• Internal test screen generator 

• Colour channel monitoring 

• Adjustable deinterlacer 

Quad  Displays

The Vutrix range of Quad HD displays offer considerable advantages, weight and

space saving in compact environments, such as outside broadcast vehicles and TV

studios.  With integrated features such as tally and UMD display, audio presence

meters, adjustable safe area cages and extensive image and colour controls, the Quad

HD screens can replace several separate devices and deliver truly superb, highly

detailed images.  

Each image can be individually adjusted to suit the incoming signal format.  The full

layout; including background colour, image size and text position can be configured

to meet viewing requirements.  Making Vutrix Quad HD screens the most flexible and

accurate available.

High Definition Quad Displays





Features

• Native HD resolution up to 800 x 480

• Colorimitry set to broadcast standard 

• Input options: SDI, HDSDI single link

• Extensive image controls

• Adjustable reverse gamma 

• Adjustable aspect ratio 

• Adjustable colour temperature 

• Internal test screen generator 

Multi-Displays

Two or three separate monitors mounted on a single rack-mountable unit 

provides considerable saving in space whilst still delivering high-quality images.  

Each image remains separate, with its own adjustable controls and input selection.  

Multi-Displays are ideal for local monitoring and picture confirmation in space 

limited environments.

Available Sizes
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• Colour channel monitoring

• Adjustable deinterlacer 

• Overscan control 

• On-screen meters 

• RGB channel separation

• Graphic mode

• Individual RGB gain

• Reveal blanking

Size

3 x 6.4”

2 x 9”

Pixels/screen

640 x 480

800 x 480

High Definition Multi-Displays





Screen Sizes and Formats
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Type

Aspect Ratio

Pixel Format

Viewable Size (W x D) mm

Pixel Pitch (mm)

Colours (Million)

Viewing Angle (H/V)

Brightness* (Cd/m_)

Contrast Ratio

Response Time (mS)

Dimensions (W x H x D) mm

Weight (Kg)

Power Cons. (W)

Fixing Detail

Order Codes:

Single Std. HD

Single True HD

Multi

Quad

6.4”

Triple

4:3

640 x 480

145 x 111

0.204

0.262

90/90

250

250

15

442x128x120

3

50

19” rack

6X3VX323

9”

HD

Dual

15:9

800 x 480

195 x 117

0.244

0.26

170/170

300

400:1

8

482x177x117

3

50

19” rack

9X2VX323F

17”

HD

Single/Quad

15:9

1280 x 768

370 x 222

0.289

16.2

170/170

450

800:1

8

482x310x90

10

50

4 x M6

17VX323F

17VX323Q

23”

HD

Single/Quad

16:9

1366 x 768

508 x 285

0.372

16.7

170/170

500

800:1

8

572x375x105

12

120

4 x M6

23VX323F

23VX323Q

23”

True HD

16:10

1920 x 1200

495 x 309

0.258

16.7

170/170

250

800:1

8

572x375x105

12

120

4 x M6

23FR323

26”

HD

Single/Quad 

16:9

1366 x 768

578 x 323

0.423

16.7

170/170

500

800:1

8

640x392x107

14

160

4 x M6

26VX323F

26VX323Q

32”

HD

Single/Quad 

16:9

1366 x 768

698 x 392

0.511

16.7

178/178

500

1200:1

8

782x487x110

30

200

4 x M6

32VX323F

32VX323Q

37”

True HD

16:9

1920 x 1080

819 x 461

0.427

16.7

170/170

550

1200:1

8

915x562x110

38

200

4 x M6

37FR323

40”

HD

Single/Quad 

16:9

1366 x 768

885 x 498

0.648H 0.216W

16.7

170/170

500

800:1

8

974x587x108

40

220

6 x M6

40VX323F

40VX323Q

47”

True HD

16:9

1920 x 1080

1042 x 586

0.543

16.7

170/170

500

800:1

8

1115x677x108

48

280

6 x M6

47FR323

* Native panel.  Filter glass will reduce transmission
Specifications subject to change without notice

 



Specifications
Single Screens: Standard and True HD
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Feature

Inputs

Outputs

Input Formats

Network Control

Displayable Aspect Ratio

Picture Controls

Colour Temperature

Overscan

Deinterlacer

Audio Presence Meters

Test Screens

Signal Banner

UMD

Tally

Gamma

Backlight

Black stretch

Display Mode

Cross hair

Safe area cages

RGB gain

Reveal blanking

Standard

SDI       75Ω BNC

HDSDI Single Link 75Ω BNC

Single Link HD SDI:

YCbCr 4:2:2, 10 bit, 50/59.94/60i & 23.98/24/25/29.97/30p

IP Addressable

4:3, 15:9, 16:9

Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Hue, Sharpness

5400, 6500, 7200, 8200, 9200

Adjustable

Broadcast, Graphics

Any four of up to 16 embedded audio channels

Signal type.  Adjustable colour

Max 16 characters.  Variable position, picture blank area, colours

Adjustable position, picture blank area, colours

1, 2, 2.22, 2.35, 2.5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Selectable

2 adjustable

True HD

SDI       75Ω BNC

HDSDI Single Link 75Ω BNC x 2

HDSDI Dual Link 75Ω BNC (optional, replaces single link)

HDSDI Loop out 75Ω BNC reclocked

Single Link HD SDI: YCbCr 4:2:2, 10 bit

Dual  Link HD SDI: YCbCr 4:2:2/4:4:4, 10/12 bit 

RGB   4:4:4, 10/12 bit, 

All at 50/59.94/60i & 23.98/24/25/29.97/30p

RS232 input, baud rate selectable

4:3, 15:9, 16:9

Brightness, Contrast, Sharpness

5400, 6500, 7200, 8200, 9200

Adjustable

Colour bars, Pluge

1, 2, 2.22, 2.35, 2.5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Normal, red/green/blue to all, red/green/blue only, invert 

Selectable

2 adjustable

Red, green, blue gains individually adjustable

Horizontal and vertical

75Ω BNC



Quad

4 x SDI/HDSDI 

SDI       75Ω BNC

HDSDI  Single Link 75Ω BNC

YCbCr 4:2:2, 10 bit, 50/59.94/60i & 23.98/24/25/29.97/30p

IP Addressable

4:3, 15:9, 16:9

Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Hue, Sharpness

5400, 6500, 7200, 8200, 9200

Adjustable

Broadcast, Graphics

Any four of up to 16 embedded audio channels

Signal type.  Adjustable colour

Max 16 characters.  Variable position, picture blank area, colours

Adjustable position, picture blank area, colours

1, 2, 2.22, 2.35, 2.5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Selectable

2 adjustable

Feature

Inputs

Input Formats

Network

Displayable Aspect Ratio

Picture Controls

Colour Temperature

Overscan

Deinterlacer

Audio Presence Meters

Signal banner

UMD

Tally

Gamma

Backlight

Black stretch

Cross hair

Safe area cages

Specifications
Quad Screens

Vutrix 2007



Specifications
Multi-Displays
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Dual 9”

2 x SDI/HDSDI   75Ω BNC

HDSDI  Single Link 75Ω BNC

YCbCr 4:2:2, 10 bit, 50/59.94/60i & 23.98/24/25/29.97/30p

4:3, 15:9, 16:9

Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Hue, Sharpness

5400, 6500, 7200, 8200, 9200

Adjustable

Broadcast, Graphics

Any four of up to 16 embedded audio channels

Signal type.  Adjustable colour

Max 16 characters.  Variable position, picture blank area, colours

Adjustable position, picture blank area, colours

1, 2, 2.22, 2.35, 2.5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Selectable

2 adjustable

Feature

Inputs

Input Formats

Displayable Aspect Ratio

Picture Controls

Colour Temperature

Overscan

Deinterlacer

Audio Presence Meters

Signal banner

UMD

Tally

Gamma

Backlight

Black stretch

Cross hair

Safe area cages

Triple 6.4”

3 x SDI/HDSDI   75Ω BNC

HDSDI  Single Link 75Ω BNC

YCbCr 4:2:2, 10 bit, 50/59.94/60i & 23.98/24/25/29.97/30p

4:3, 15:9, 16:9

Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Hue, Sharpness

5400, 6500, 7200, 8200, 9200

Adjustable

Broadcast, Graphics

Any four of up to 16 embedded audio channels

Signal type.  Adjustable colour

Max 16 characters.  Variable position, picture blank area, colours

Adjustable position, picture blank area, colours

1, 2, 2.22, 2.35, 2.5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Selectable

2 adjustable



About Vutrix
Vutrix has supplied world-class broadcast technology to the largest

companies throughout the world for over 15 years.  Names that

include BBC, ITN, ITV, Tandberg TV, Gearhouse, Arri Media, BSkyB,

CTV Outside Broadcast, Dega, Arena, CNN, Root6 and many more.

Professional product development has lead to an exciting range of

high-quality products incorporating novel and unique techniques that

deliver the ultimate in image presentation.  We have worked with

some of the world’s leading authorities to develop video processing

concepts and to ensure absolute accuracy in colour and image

rendition on flat panel displays.

Vutrix design and development experience covers many areas

including video distribution, we were the first company to deliver

uncompressed digital video over Cat5 networks; video display,

complete with the highest quality scaling and processing; as well as

high definition conversion products, with a range of devices that

change signal formats for a variety of applications. Vutrix’s expertise

keeps the it at the forefront of video display technology.  Allowing

the company to deliver top quality products that meet the demands

and requriements of today’s fast-moving broadcast world.

Vutrix products are distributed throughout the world by specialist

dealers, able to support and deliver locally.  For the latest information

on dealer locations, please consult the corporate website:

www.vutrix.com.

Vutrix House

Unit 1

Red Lodge Business Park

Warleys lane

North Somerset

BS24 7TN

Tel: +44 (0) 1934 529932

Fax: +44 (0) 1934 521089

Web: www.vutrix.com
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